Blank Five-frame
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Counting Up to 5 Template
Cuisenaire Rods

If you have a black and white printer, these will print as varying shades of grey.
Dot Cards
Dot Cards
Dot Cards
Dot Cards
Dot Cards

1. Array of dots
2. Row of dots
3. Column of dots
4. Scattered dots
Number Cards
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Number Cards TFR — Small
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Octopus Template
Picture Cards

Fish

Hats

Shells

Apples
Rhyming Rebus

Red

Bed

Head

Bread

Fred

Blue
Rhyming Rebus

Boo

Moo

New

Glue

GLUE
Table Setting
Ten-frame Cards

- Ten-frame with one dot
- Ten-frame with two dots
- Ten-frame with three dots
- Ten-frame with four dots
- Ten-frame with five dots
- Ten-frame with six dots
- Ten-frame with seven dots
- Ten-frame with eight dots
- Ten-frame with nine dots
- Ten-frame with ten dots
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Ten-frame Cards
Ten-frame Cards
Who Needs Teeth?

Draw lines to match food items to who could eat them.